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Abstract – Although the photovoltaic (PV) energy systems provide a valuable solution to the energy crises, their intermittent nature necessitates the existence of backup systems for the continuous operation of the connected loads. This paper presents a PV system with a fuel-cell as a backup system for the continuous operation. Normally, the connected loads are energized by the PV within the nominal range of the irradiance. If the irradiance falls below a threshold value, the loads will be fed by the fuel cell. The proposed energy system contains a PV array, fuel cells, as well as the necessary power electronics devices and Analysis of operating conditions for each of the solar cells and fuel cells. The simulation results the proposed system can efficiently solve the intermittent nature of the PV energy systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that electrical networks are very necessary for human life. However, increased demand for energy has led to global environmental concerns where that environmental pollution has led to many organizations and association to establish protocols and directives in order to regulate the generation of CO₂ and other pollutants such as Kyoto Protocol and European Directive on renewable energy sources. This fact justifies the increased world’s interest in renewable energy (RE) sources as they are the most environmentally-friendly sources [1-2].

Many researchers presented different proposed solution to enhance the quantity of electricity generated from clean and renewable sources of energy and related technologies are being sought, developed and implemented worldwide. These alternative sources of energy include wind, solar, geothermal, biofuels, tidal and waves. The renewable energy sources have its own drawbacks. For instance, solar panel has low efficiency and its power output depends on climatic conditions like insulation and temperature [3-7]. An attribute of optical arrays where the current changes almost linearly with solar radiation that negatively affects the performance of a DC motor driving a centrifugal pump and also the motor efficiency degradation was noticed under weak solar insulation [8-9].

The hybrid power systems exhibit higher reliability of generation than those that use individual system. So, hybrid system is the most desired solution in Renewable Energy system [10-11]. A hybrid PV/wind system (HPWS) is presented in [12-13] where, the wind energy has a disadvantage of that the wind isn’t always blowing. This can cause serious problems for wind turbine developers who will often spend significant time, money check whether or not a special site is suitable and the generation of wind power that it is not a continuous energy source. The Fuel cells have some advantages compared to conventional power sources and other renewable energy sources. It has higher efficiency, noise free operation (since there are no moving parts). It has also pollution free completely since water is the result instead of CO₂ emission from the fuel cell. In addition to that it has lesser maintenance and the fuel cell is economical to operate because it does not need any fossil fuel [14].

The proposed hybrid PV-FC generation system employs to operate the solar panel at its maximum power point, perturb and observe (P&O) algorithm. The proposed controllers extract the required load power either from the PV or the FC. In case of high irradiance, the normally and the connected loads are energized by the PV within the nominal range of the irradiance. When the insulation level decreases (shading) such that PV power is not enough to feed the load; there should be a switch in order to alternate between the PV and FC.

2. Description and Modeling of PV-FC Hybrid System.

A. Design of the System

The proposed hybrid system shown in Figure 1 relies mainly on PV power. In case of normal insulation levels, the PV panels feed the load via AC/DC boost converter employing the (P&O) algorithm for maximum power point tracking. The load here is represented by 3-phase induction motor where their speed is controlled by the V/F...
control method. When the insulation level decreases such that PV power is not enough to feed the load, the fuel cell is operated to compensate the load via AC/DC Converter. There should be a switch in order to alternate between the PV and FC as shown in Figure 1.

B. Photovoltaic System

A solar cell is modeled by a current source and a parallel diode, shunt resistance $R_{sh}$ and series resistance $R_S$ are added to the model as shown in Figure 2. $R_S$ whose value is very small, $R_{sh}$ is whose value is very high [15-19].

Where,
- $I$ is the solar cell current in Amp.
- $I_L$ is the light generated current in Amp.
- $I_D$ is the diode saturation current in Amp.
- $T$ is the array temperature in °K.

\[
I = I_L - I_D \left[ \text{exp} \left( \frac{q(V + I R_S)/KT)}{R_S} \right) - 1 \right] - \frac{(V + IR_S)}{R_{sh}}
\]

Where
- $I_D = I_0 \left[ \text{exp} \left( \frac{q(V + I R_S)/KT)}{R_S} \right) - 1 \right]$

D. Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT)

There are different techniques available in literature for tracking maximum power from PV panels examples are the (P&O) methods, the Incremental Conductance (IC) methods, the Neural Network method and the Fuzzy Logic method, [20-21]. Table 1 shows the characteristics of different Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) techniques as perturb and observe (P&O) algorithm is adopted due its simplicity [22]. The solar PV system is connected to the inverter through a AC/DC converter. A boost converter is used to implement MPPT algorithm. Output voltage of the boost converter is equal to $V_O = \frac{1}{1-D} V_S$.

where
- $V_S$ is the input voltage and $D$ is the duty ratio.

Perturb and Observe (P&O) MPPT technique is shown in Figure 3. Voltage $V_{cell}$ and current $I_{cell}$ are measured from solar array to calculate power ($P_o$). Block $dv/dt$ compares the present value of power with previous value. If increment in power is positive then perturbation variable voltage is incremented by predefined step size. Output voltage of solar panel is compared with this varied voltage value and steady state error obtained is eliminated by PI controller. To avoid over saturation, a limiter should be placed at the output of PI controller which is compared with carrier wave to generate pulse for controlled switch IGBT of AC/DC boost converter [23].

Table 1: Characteristics of different MPPT techniques [23].
Fig 3: Flowchart of P&O MPPT Technique.

E. Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cells (PEM FC)

A Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cell consists of a polymer electrolyte membrane sandwiched between two electrodes (anode and cathode). In the electrolyte, only ions allowed passing through and the electrons are not allowed [24-25]. So, the flow of electrons an external circuit from anode to cathode to produce electricity due to the potential difference between the anode and cathode. The theory of the basic operation of the PEM fuel cell is fully explained in Figure 4. However; the overall electrochemical reactions for a PEM fuel cell is presented as follows:

Anode: \( 2H_2 \leftrightarrow 4H^+ + 4e^- \)
Cathode: \( O_2 + 4H^+ + 4e^- \leftrightarrow 2H_2O \)
Overall: \( 2H_2 + O_2 \leftrightarrow \text{electricity} + \text{heat} \)

The characteristics of PEMFC are given as shown clearly in Table 2.

Fig 4: Operation of a PEM fuel cell.

Table 2: Characteristics of the PEMFC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuel Cell Type</th>
<th>Operating Temperature</th>
<th>Typical Stack Size</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polymer Electrolyte</td>
<td>60-100°C (Typically 80°C)</td>
<td>&lt;1KW-100KW</td>
<td>Backup power, portable Power. Distributed Generation, Transportation Specialty Vehicles.</td>
<td>60% Transport</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper A MATLAB-Simulink Generic Model of PEM fuel cell stack is analyzed. By analysis of this model it is found that it is a concise model of PEM fuel cell. In this model a PEM fuel cell is broadly analyzed by keeping under consideration almost all the parameters which affect the performance of PEM fuel cell such as Flow rate, utilization of fuel and air, Partial pressure of fuel and air, Humidity and Temperature of stack and also stack consumption of air and fuel [26-27]. Further, the operation of PEM Fuel cell stack is performed under two conditions of absolute and Nominal values of fuel and air utilization.

\[ P_h - P_{hi} = Z \ast \]

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Induction motor, 3-phase squirrel-cage rated, 6 HP, 220 V, 60 Hz, and 1725 rpm is fed by a 3-phase MOSFET inverter connected to a DC voltage source of 325 V through hybrid PV-Fuel cell. The applied load torque to the machine's shaft is hold at constant nominal value, of 12 N.m. Speed control of the motor by using the Constant V/Hz. At the start of the operation, the load is fed through the solar cells in the form of current. If it starts to draw a high current until it reaches the nominal current, the load is stabilized at work until the value of the solar radiation decreases. A change in the voltage value occurs and therefore a change in the voltage-frequency ratio occurs. Separate solar cells and run fuel cells, as the solar radiation shown clearly in Figure 5. DC voltage source (hybrid PV-Fuel cell) shown in Figure 6, however, \( I_{a,Stator} (A) \) is shown in Figure 7. The simulation should start in steady-state and the initial motor speed should be at 1720 RPM which is clearly shown in Figure 8 where the rms value of the stator voltages should be at 220V as shown in Figure 9 however, the frequency of 60Hz is shown in Figure 10.
At 0.6 second, it is shown that the speed is changed from 1725 to 1300 RPM. When the motor reaches a constant speed of 1275 RPM, the stator voltage (rms) value is decreased to 165.8V and the frequency to 45.2 Hz. At 1.8 seconds the voltage decreases and the current is also due to the decrease of solar radiation and shadows, which causes the instability of the ratio between voltage and frequency and thus changes the value of the speed than the required value. And at 2.3 second Solar cells are separated and fuel cells are turned on to feed the load.

6. CONCLUSION

Renewable energy (RE) sources are attracting more attention as alternative energy sources to conventional fossil fuel energy sources in spite of its own disadvantages. Solar panel has low efficiency and its power output depends on geographical and meteorological conditions such as insulation and temperature. The solar cells may not meet the energy demanding however, the hybrid system of PV with a fuel-cell meet this demands. The fuel-cell system is mainly exploited as a backup and extracts the maximum power from each hybrid power system component, Photovoltaic (PV) generator and Fuel Cell (FC) source. The results show the effectiveness of the system.
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